Students eat it...

Board Contract Abolished

by Dennis Maloney

Goodbye, Food Service. Just what the final result of all this will be is yet undetermined. All meals are to be served in Chandler. Meal tickets will be given out. It is not yet clear whether the kitchens will be available for student use.

Background

During the three-year period after the Saga contract expired (eat noodles, Darbs), food service was run by the Institute itself. Many things were discovered between August '66 and '71. Among them:

1) The Caltech system is laid out to handle 450), food service was run by the Institute itself. Many things were discovered between August '66 and '71. Among them:

Election Procedure

The following elections procedures will be strictly adhered to in tomorrow's elections:

A correctly cast ballot shall

Failure to abide by these rules will result in the invalidation of your ballot.

--- Gavin Claypool

Election Chairman

Math Is Groovy

Freshmen: Choose Your Option

by Steve Sweeney

Math has apparently taken over as the most popular option among frosh this year for the first time in Caltech's history. Out of 202 returns (as of Monday), 18% (37) had chosen Math, two decided to become Tech English majors and select a contractor.

Drake said that these duties take up about 60% of the time of the student. Bryan Jack, ASCIT Vice President, presented the next issue, the optimum size of the freshman class. In recent years, the size of entering classes has increased from about 200 to between 220 and 230. Jack detailed two major disadvantages of increasing the freshman class: one, that the Institute already cannot provide enough on-campus housing for incoming freshmen, and two, that with Math has apparently taken over as the most popular option among frosh this year for the first time in Caltech's history. Out of 202 returns (as of Monday), 18% (37) had chosen Math, two decided to become Tech English majors and select a contractor.
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Continued on Page Five

Senior Ditch Day

A LARGE-SCALE MODEL of the ammonia molecule, NH₃, was found Friday in a senior's room. Efforts to locate the owner proved fruitless until evening.

continued on Page Eight

Tryouts for the 1973–74 Caltech Glee Club will be held next Wednesday, May 23, from 4:00 until 5:30 in the afternoon. Anyone interested in seeing the world (or a small part of it), exercising their vocal cords, or just finding out what the Glee Club is all about is welcome.

The tryouts will be held in the Music Office underneath Fleming, and are open to all members of the Caltech community.

Radio Club to Hold Year's Last Meeting

The Caltech Amateur Radio Club will hold its last meeting of the school year Wednesday evening, May 23, at 7:30 p.m. in Winnett Student Center Club Room 1. Matters on the agenda will include election of officers for the coming year, and discussion of the current fund-raising drive.

Chamber Orchestra

Concert in Dabney

The Caltech Chamber Orchestra will present a concert on Wednesday, May 23, in Dabney lounge at 8:00 p.m. conducted by Tony Templeton. The Orchestra will play an Ober concerto by Handel and the 5th Brandenburg Concerto by Bach. Also featured will be a woodwind quintet with a work by Hindemith. Admission is free.

Calling all students to attend: Visiting Sociologist to Speak on Family Planning

Dr. Luisa Shukry El-Hamamy, Director of the Social Research Center at the American University in Cairo, Egypt, will give a talk Thursday (May 23) at 4:00 p.m. in 127 Baxter, on "Family Planning: A Problem of Values and Failures." Dr. El-Hamamy is currently at Caltech as a Visiting Research Associate in Sociology with the Caltech Population Program, and spoke to a packed house last week on attitudes toward fertility in rural Egyptian communities. He continues to present his lecture today as a joint Population Program-EQL production.

Corporation Meeting Held to Plan; Topics Discussed Prove Productive

by Phil Neches

Spurred on by offers of free beer and pizzas, and startled out of traditional routine by a three-pounder report from the Fleming House canteen, about 150 ASCIT members turned out for a corporation meeting held last Thursday on Winnett Plaza. Members voted on five resolutions, expressing views on topics ranging from solicitation of parent support by the Institute to proposals for student involvement in campus safety and security.

After explaining the purpose of the meeting, ASCIT president Mark Johnson turned the microphone over to Jim Battey, president of Fleming House, who reported on the state of board contract plans for next year.

Battey explained the alternatives offered by a poll conducted by the Master's office.

Lunf in Faster

Since the corporation meeting, the Tech has learned that as a result of the poll, it appears that the plan calling for cafeteria-style meals in the North complex, with possibly one waited meal per week, will be adopted. The Food Committee will meet this week to study various bids and select a contractor.

Johnson then introduced Bob Coleman, ASCIT Director of Academic Affairs, who spoke on proposed academic reform.

While many new-reach reformers would be desirable, he indicated, the resolution presented asked for only a modest, but possible, change in existing policy. Resolution 1 called for permitting students to take Institute requirements pass/fail. Currently, these requirements must be taken for letter grades. Coleman indicated that options could still make Institute requirements option requirements, and designated that they must be taken for grades.

For example, the Physics option could require its majors to take Ph 2 for grades. The resolution carried by a vote of 148 to 28.

Next, Dave Drake, chairman of the ASCIT Excom, presented a novel proposal to involve students in campus security. He proposed that the Institute hire students, to be provided with walkie-talkies and the like, to perform such chores as turning on lights and locking buildings.

Drake said that these duties take up about 60% of the time of campus security officers, and that his proposal would free them for more important duties.

Drake indicated that his idea had a chance of being adopted by the Institute.

Continued on Page Five
The pervenstices inflicted on humanity by our own calendar are well known. This time, we almost had a real winner: second terms. Registration will be held on the Monday following New Year’s, January 7. The rest of second and third weeks will cycle back a week, relative to this year.

First term remains the same—a shift back would have put grade periods and holidays in more convenient positions. The motive behind the change is to make introductory courses available, from glasses to slide rules, to those of the editors, the newspaper staff, or the corporation. The California Tech is not responsible for errors or omissions in its editorial columns. If you have an issue you'd like to see addressed, please e-mail us at ctek@gmail.com.
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Thrills Coming?

by Philip Massey

Although no one has apparently noticed it about these articles (possibly because no one reads them), they have become more summaries of the important doings of ASCIT (at least the less unimportant doings), and not so much reports of the last BOD meeting, events which are by no means synonymous. They have also become opinionated, a result no doubt of increasing senility on the part of the writer. Anyway, the events chosen as less unimportant as others, and the opinions expressed herein, are not meant to reflect those of any persons, with the occasional exception of myself.

Last Monday the BOD refused to endorse a proposal by D. Driscoll and P. Enright to hold a rock band dance this weekend. Thursday, May 17, 1973

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

They plan to use the gym, posting security guards to keep out all the non-Techers wishing to crash a hot Caltech social event, and promised to have “at least 200 girls there.” The Board’s decision (2-3-0, Jack and Manis in favor, Coleman, Massey, and Peiser opposing) came after a lengthy discussion as to the lack of desirability of the gym (ASCIT would be responsible for damages, it is way too large, etc.), and the lack of desirability of such events as a “social program.” The motion for endorsement was contingent upon their changing the locale to Dabney Gardens, therefore, it was not the location that caused the Board’s decision. There ensued the following dialogue:

Beckman: Mr. Enright, do you realize why there has never been a successful dance here?

Driscoll (choosing to be the straightman): No, why?

Beckman: Because Techers do not dance!

Perspective

The BOD’s decision Monday might be viewed as unimportant in itself as indicative of a general policy, in that some arguments ran that it was too close to the end of the term for the event, etc. Nevertheless, it came in the wake of a twice defeated by-laws amendment, defeated because, in the opinions of some, Techers do not want a social program (or at least not of the kind offered in the past few years), preferring, perhaps, that the money be distributed to the houses for their social events. At least it may be an indication that Techers are tired of having money thrown away on dances that no one shows up at, dances more remindful of high school social events that are bad memories for most Techers. The

So you’ve got your college degree. And with it, enough kisses, head-pats and congratulations to last you the rest of your life. What you need now is a little green stuff. Money. Or better yet, credit. That’s what we’ve got for you: credit—and then some—to meet the world head-on. All wrapped up in a neat package called Gradplan.

Gradplan can set you up with a credit line big enough to do the kind of things you want to do. It’ll show you how to get your checks cashed immediately when they’re needed. How to write yourself an instant loan. And how to take some of the pain out of finding a job (excuse the expression), with a really handy new booklet you’ll find right there in the Gradplan package.

Come in. Ask for our special Gradplan Representative. And get yourself some credit—plus.

Out there, in the real world, you need all that you can get.

Gradplan available only at:
Lake-Green Office
85 South Lake Avenue

Graduating?
THE CALIFORNIA TECH

Food Riot Etiquette
by Nicky Smith

Nicky Hopkins ... The Tin Man Was a Dreamer
Estimates given for an erotic message

Van Hove says... great cooks in the houses. This plan would have the added advantage of directing most of the labor costs into paying students or houses who could really use the money.

In fact, why not contract everything? Hire Page House, on a depreciatory basis, to put out the Big T! Take bids from Ruddock and Fleming to put out a successful social event! In fact, why not save the honor system and have the BOC take out contracts on Honor System violators. Think of it, locksmiths!

Enough socialism! Ayn Rand has spoken! Let free enterprise reign. Riot now ... you have nothing to lose but your heartburn.

Sierra Club
Continued from Page Two

Fascinating event could contribute toward saving one of America's great natural playgrounds. The symposium will include a question-and-answer session and visitors are invited to submit written and oral comments.

For further information, write the Sierra Club, Angeles Chapter, 2410 Broadway, Los Angeles, California 90057, or call the Club office at (213) 397-6482.

International Education Competition for '74
Now Officially Open

The Institute of International Education announced today the official opening of the 1974-75 competition for grants for graduate study or research abroad and for professional training in the creative and performing arts. It is expected that approximately 550 awards to 46 countries will be available for 1974-75.

These grants, whose purpose is to increase mutual understanding between the peoples of the United States and other countries through the exchange of persons, knowledge and skills, are provided under the terms of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961.

Continued on Page Six

Now Showing:
"Passion Parlor"
AND
"Lead in My Pants"
COMING NEXT
"Diamond Doublecross"
"The Lube Job"

A completely new show every Tuesday
Caltech students — $1.50 off
regular admission with this ad

2226 E. Colorado Blvd. Pasadena
FOR AN EROTIC MESSAGE CALL 796-8118

ALWAYS FIRST WITH THE BEST IN ADULT MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING ADULT

VENUS adult THEATER
DAILY 11 am to 2:30 pm SUNDAY noon to Midnight
FREE! Fresh hot coffee for our astute customers!

Air conditioned for your comfort
plenty of free parking
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Good-bye, Donner

by Marc Donner

Good-bye! And all you long-suffering readers. This is the last Beckman/Ramo article. The year is almost over and only two events are scheduled. The Trojans and Criseyde stage reading by Spectrum productions will mark its first performance tonight. The next will be Saturday, May 19, Thursday, May 24, and Saturday, May 26. The reading will also feature fifteen-century songs (about a century younger than Chaucer's work). Tickets may be purchased at the door only.

Baxter Lecture Hall, 8:00 p.m.
Next Tuesday, May 22, you are in for a treat. Vladimir Ashkinazy, one of the most sought-after pianists, will do a recital in Beckman Auditorium. The program will include the No. 1 (A major, K.331) by Wolfgang Mozart; the Sonatas No. 3 (F sharp minor) and No. 5 (E minor, K.457) by Beethoven; and a performance of the brilliant "Pictures at an Exhibition" by Mussorgsky. I'd be surprised if the performance isn't sold out, but give it a try anyway.

The three alumni received the highest honor the Institute can confer on an alumnus and enforcing the Honor System will become virtually unachieveable. Liberty, Equality, and Justice.

In the ensuing discussion, it was pointed out that the increase in the freshman class size has accompanied the admission of women. It appears that the number of men admitted has remained fairly close to constant. Several women undergraduates expressed concern that this might be the result of a faculty attitude which goes something like, "don't take a place in the freshman class away from a man to admit a woman." In any event, cutting the size of the freshman class back to 200 would mean a decrease in the number of men admitted, unless the Institute wished to return to the dark ages, the questioners indicated.

Jack then introduced a resolution calling for abolition of the F grade. He said that abolishing the F would tend to raise the G.P.A. of the freshmen class to about 2.0 by 1978. "We don't want a frosh class of 150

Cohort

Continued from Page One

many freshmen living off campus, the situation is likely to improve for next year," Jack said in defense of the 1974 target date. The resolution passed by a vote of 135 to 32.

Funnier Money

Bob Fisher presented the issue of solicitation of parents by the Parents' Fund to the Independent. He said that money collected (about $20,000) in the past year had been spent entirely on computer equipment and that the money would have to be raised again if parents were to be solicited.

The final resolution called for abolition of the F grade. It was introduced by Bob Fisher and presented the idea, along with others, to the Independent

Dr. Saltman, as vice chancellor for academic affairs at UCSD, has been recognized for outstanding success in communi­

Many of you remember Major Hochstetter from "Hogan's Heroes." What you may not realize is that Howard Caine has won many championships on the banjo. Songs such as "Nancy Whiskey" and "Arkansas Traveler" flow as he plays with a style from Appalachia called "frailing." Caine plays blue­

If you are a senior or have a college degree and keep working for you, in or out of the service, The Air Force offers you a future where the sky's no limit.

For more information see or call your local Air Force Representative

129 N. Marengo
Pasadena
795-3922

If you are a senior or have a college degree you should look into a career as a pilot or navigator with the aerospace team. You'll earn while you learn and Air Force skills keep working for you, in or out of the service. The Air Force offers you a future where the sky's no limit.

Three Alumni Honored

Three alumni received the highest honor the Institute can confer on an alumnus and the Distinguished Alumni Award in ceremonies Saturday. The recipients were Dr. Harrison H. Schmitt, (BS'75), astronaut and first scientist to visit the moon; Dr. Paul D. Saltman, (BS'49, PhD'57), vice chancellor for academic affairs, the University of California at San Diego and Dr. Harold S. Mickley, (BS'40, MS'41), executive vice president for technical functions, the Stauffer Chemical Company, Westport, Connecticut.

The Alumni Award, consisting of a silver medallion and certifi­cate, is made to graduates of the Institute for outstanding accom­plishment in their field and for making a significant achievement not ordinarily attained by a
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**Model United Nations**

**“Pursuing That End.”**

This spring a group of students from Caltech attended the 23rd conference of the Model United Nations of the Far West. The Model United Nations, for those of you unfamiliar with it, is an active workshop in which participating schools represent countries that are actually members of the United Nations. The school is allowed the freedom to make the decisions for the country it represents, provided that they remain within the character of that country.

Caltech represented the African nation of Chad with the team of Dave Larwood, Paul Yancey, Alan Shiffer, Bryan Jack, Brian Yandell, Bruce Michel and advisor Dr. John Ferejohn. Concern of opinion was that “our experience in the Model United Nations was both enjoyable and educational. We were exposed to the arts of international diplomacy, causing, compromise, debate, and on-the-spot decision making; not to mention late night partying.”

In a meeting following the conference, the group decided that they would like to see Chad participate next year and for many years to come. “We are at present pursuing that end. If you are interested in participating next year’s team, or would like to know more about the Model United Nations, please contact one of the group listed above.”

**LIE Grant**

Continued from Page Four Exchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright-Hays Act) and by foreign governments, universities and private donors.

Applicants must be U.S. citizens at the time of application, who will hold a bachelor’s degree or an equivalent before the beginning date of the grant and, in most cases, be proficient in the language of the host country. Except for certain specific awards, candidates may not hold the PLUS at the time of application.

Other Requirements

Creative and performing artists are not required to have a bachelor’s degree, but they must have four years of professional study or equivalent experience. Social work applicants must have at least two years of professional experience after the Master of Social Work degree; candidates in medicine must have an M.D. at the time of application.

Selection is based on the academic and/or professional record of the applicant, the validity and feasibility of his proposed study plan, his language preparation and personal qualifications. Preference is given to candidates between 20 and 35 years of age who have not had prior opportunity for extended study or residence abroad.

**A FREE Vacation in EUROPE**

It is just one of the many experiences you can find if you have your own job in Europe before this summer. “Earn Your Way In Europe,” the fascinating booklet written by the only private European organization specializing in providing American college students with jobs in Europe, will show you how you too can earn enough money to travel to, live in Europe, and study or reside abroad.

You’ll learn about the opportunities awaiting you in Belgium, England, France, Germany, Italy, Israel, Luxembourg, Norway, Spain, and Switzerland.

You’ll find that positions are waiting for you in art resorts, summer resorts, hotels, restaurants, direct field sales assignments, farm camps, factory, children’s camps, hospitals, in offices and construction sites. Most positions include free room and board. You’ll find experience living among Europeans.

This fact filled booklet will show you how you can get the security and freedom to travel toEurope before this summer. “Earn Your Way In Europe,” the fascinating booklet written by the only private European organization specializing in providing American college students with jobs in Europe, will show you how you too can earn enough money to travel to, live in Europe, and study or reside abroad.

You’ll learn about the opportunities awaiting you in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Israel, Luxembourg, Norway, Spain, and Switzerland.

You’ll find that positions are waiting for you in art resorts, summer resorts, hotel restaurants, direct field sales assignments, farm camps, factory, children’s camps, hospitals, in offices and construction sites. Most positions include free room and board. You’ll find experience living among Europeans.

**Candidates For Election**

**Our MT/ST is Coming!**

Information and application forms may be obtained from Dr. Stirling L. Hosney (204 Danhye). The deadline date for receipt of applications in his office is October 15, 1973.

**Candidates For Election**

**Senior Class President**

John Kissides

**Senior Class VEEP**

Dave Larwood

**Senior Class Secretary**

Peter Beckman

**Senior Class Treasurer**

Dave Peisner

**Junior Class President**

Les Scheller

**Junior Class VEEP**

Rik Smoody

**Junior Class VEEP**

Mark Boals

**Junior Class Secretary**

Bruce Schupier

**Director of Student Life**

Mark Boals

**Social Chairman**

Team of Don Driscoll and Phil Enright

If you’re looking for the lowest jet fares to Europe, fly to Nassau first, for the . . .

**188 EUROPE**

Round-Trip Jet From Nassau To Luxembourg. (Add $48 Round-Trip Jet from MIAMI)

Above fare effective for Students between ages 12 and 23 traveling to Europe before June 1 and returning after August 31st.

For travel between June 1 and August 31st, round trip fare between Nassau and Luxembourg is $218.

The above quoted fares are also good from New York to Luxembourg and return. These are the lowest jet fares that you’ll find this summer. Fly US and see. You won’t have to worry about charter flights and whether the flight gets filled or whether you’ll get stranded on the other side with a ticket of no value. Fly International Air France or Icelandic Airlines. Both are regularly scheduled carriers.

Take the “Bahama Hop to Europe,” Save money when you go. Be certain of a seat when you want to return. To reserve your seat now, complete the coupon below.

**To: Singer Travel Service 105-51 Caltech, Pasadena, California 91109**

**Dear Sirs:**

I want to go to Europe this summer. Enclosed find $1000 in a...

Name: ____________________________

Mail order: [ ]

This is my deposit against my reservation. Please make the reservation for me as outlined below.

I want to leave from...

City: ______________

In: Miami-Nassau port of...

Island: ______________

If you want to leave from Nassau, do you want us to book the...

If you're looking for the lowest jet fares to Europe, fly to Nassau first, for the . . .

**Director of Student Life**

Mark Boals

**Social Chairman**

Team of Don Driscoll and Phil Enright

**If you’re looking for the lowest jet fares to Europe, fly to Nassau first, for the . . .**

**ISSELS THAT COUNT**

From the drug culture mess in Eugene, Oregon, to the revitalization of Richard Nixon, from Fusion in March to Fusion in November - we’ve got coverage and commentary, cover stories and quotes, quality staff designed for your magazine needs.

Subscribe Now and Save! 1 Year (+ Free LP Album) $6.00

**Fusion 105-51 Caltech, Pasadena, California 91109**

**Dear Sir:**

Enclosed find my check for $6.00. Please send me Fusion for one year. Also please send me my Free LP Album.

**Name:** ____________________________

**Address:** ____________________________

City: ____________________________

State: ____________________________

**ISSUES THAT COUNT**

**A FREE Vacation in EUROPE**

It is just one of the many experiences you can find if you have your own job in Europe before this summer. “Earn Your Way In Europe,” the fascinating booklet written by the only private European organization specializing in providing American college students with jobs in Europe, will show you how you too can earn enough money to travel to, live in Europe, and study or reside abroad.

You’ll learn about the opportunities awaiting you in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Israel, Luxembourg, Norway, Spain, and Switzerland.

You’ll find that positions are waiting for you in art resorts, summer resorts, hotel restaurants, direct field sales assignments, farm camps, factory, children’s camps, hospitals, in offices and construction sites. Most positions include free room and board. You’ll find experience living among Europeans.

This fact filled booklet will show you how you can get the security and freedom to travel toEurope before this summer. “Earn Your Way In Europe,” the fascinating booklet written by the only private European organization specializing in providing American college students with jobs in Europe, will show you how you too can earn enough money to travel to, live in Europe, and study or reside abroad.

You’ll learn about the opportunities awaiting you in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Israel, Luxembourg, Norway, Spain, and Switzerland.

You’ll find that positions are waiting for you in art resorts, summer resorts, hotel restaurants, direct field sales assignments, farm camps, factory, children’s camps, hospitals, in offices and construction sites. Most positions include free room and board. You’ll find experience living among Europeans.
Tendencies To Paranoia

by Ed Buryn

Hitching or practiced today is a healthy mass-reaction to America's preoccupations with safety and security, money and materialism, police and paranoia.

Today's young travelers are put ting their faith on the line and their packs on the road. They want freedom and adventure, and traveling by thumb is made to order—it's unpredictable, it's cheap, and it's about people. The wide spread notions about the dangers and illegality only make it more attractive.

Hitching in America is not for everybody. It's long on paranoia and short on comfort. Its pressures can easily distort the experience or warp your vision of America. To do it, you should be a student character, because hitching is a test of who you are. You need to be confident and tolerant when victimized by the weaknesses of others, tough in order to endure the hardships, flexible enough to go with the changing fortunes of the road, and finally you need a sense of humor to ward off the ever-threatening cynicism.

Hitching is a test of humanity because you'll see people at their best and their worst. Some people will give you a hand, some will laugh. Most people will simply ignore you, and that can be even harder.

Being on the road means learning to "be here now," taking each moment and extracting whatever it has to offer. You'll stand countless hours in dozens of places, struggling with the mysteries and mazes of reality. Gradually a feeling of contentment and fullness can be reached, no matter how forsaken and weird your situation may be. If it's just you who acquire, then hitchhiking may be for you.

The dangers of hitching are real but over-emphasized. The number of victim-hitchhikers is small compared to the number of hitchhikers. But there are rapes, robberies, beatings, accidents, and even murders once in a while. There are police arrests, fines, and jail. However, that's where we're at as a country, and violence and injustice victimize not just hitchhikers but everyone at random. Hitchers are more exposed, however, and do run somewhat more risk. Yet it's foolish to expect the worst or fear that possibility constantly. Expect the best from people and you'll usually get it. People can be wonderful, especially to hitchhikers.

Hitching is technically illegal in only 8 states (AR, CT, DE, ME, NV, NJ, ND, WY) but this doesn't mean much. What actually happens is that police anywhere can hassle you if they feel like it. And they frequently do. Always carry ID with you (or carry a business card) and traveler's checks will prevent a vacation charge. Hitching on freeways, interstate, and toll roads is always forbidden but you can stand at the access roads (in front of the NO PEDESTRIANS sign) and legally catch rides.

The best hitching combination is a man and woman together. Two guys will get there OK, but it'll take much longer. A single man will have no trouble, but a woman traveling alone takes an unnecessary risk. Two girls traveling together is feasible, but not fool-proof.

Bring a frameless pack (a frame is too bulky), food and water (for those times you may get stranded in the desert or the boondocks), camping equipment, a road atlas, and a sign announcing your destination. The best source of information as you go are other hitchhikers and travelers; if there is no one else, check into the grapevine wherever you can.

You, too, can advertise fame without fortune!

Yes, friends, you, too, can tell the world about YOUR house/alley/friends/self/etc.

BUY AN AD IN THE RIVET!

Only $10 for a quarter page; nonlinear increases for larger ads.
(Must be paid in advance)

See Marv in the Tech office NOW!

———— AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS —————

26 N. Hill (at Colorado) PASADENA
196 discount to all Caltech students and faculty

———— MISCELLANEOUS —————

Abortion thoughts? Feel alone? Call us: We'll help. 24 hr. free confidential service. 444-1457

Becoming or selling something? You, too, can advertise in the California Tech!! $1.50 per inch plus 25¢ per extra line for Classifieds. Bring ad copy to the Tech office, or phone ext. 2154, O.K.

———— TRAVEL —————


Third year of CHARTER FLIGHTS to Europe for California JPL, Contact Dr. Manidel, x1078 or 476-4543

CHARTERS YEAR ROUND No profit club fees! 55 Depatures, also NYC, Japan and Australia. Youth Fares, too. Since 1959: ISCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd. No. 4, Los Angeles, CA 90069. 274-8742.


———— AUTOMATION TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS —————
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26 N. Hill (at Colorado)
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196 discount to all Caltech students and faculty

THE ADVENTURES of the TECH TRIO

THE BLUE SUIT BLOWS WITH PINK!

THE POINGER SISTERS

COMING MAY 22 & 23

NOW THRU MAY 20

HERBIE HANCOCK AND THE PONDER SISTERS COMING MAY 22 & 23

JAMAL HARRIS MAY 24 & 25

VAN MORRISON & ROBBIE ROBERTSON MAY 26 & 27
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JAMAL HARRIS MAY 24 & 25

VAN MORRISON & ROBBIE ROBERTSON MAY 26 & 27

———— Send them by mail Send them by mail Send them by mail —————

Send them by mail by Etaoin Schroedlu

For those Techers who find themselves possessed of rapidly increasing numbers of books (a congenital trait of the species), the U.S. Postal Service provides a special dispensation: 4th Class Book Rate. The cost of this class of mail is 14 cents for the first pound and 7 cents for additional pounds, up to a maximum of 70 pounds (measured in weight, not in length). (This is more than adequate unless you plan to send a trunk, in which case Greyhound is better.) It's amazing how many paperbacks you can get into about 70 cents worth of 4th Class Book. Pack very need not be very fool-proof. Additional pounds, up to a determinate variables. The P.O. Room in Parkinson at California and Wilson can mail the packages for you.

———— ASCIT —————

Continued from Page Three
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See Marv in the Tech office NOW!
Tech's trackmen took a breather from post-season championship activities on May 23 at the seventh annual Riverside Invitational. This 57-event meet, which was held over five hours, was non-scoring.

Haywood Robinson, the best sprinter in track history, turned in times of 10.1 and 22.4 in the hundred and 220 dashes. His efforts gave him the third and second, respectively, in the top-seeded heats of those two events. A V-3.3 two mile effort gave Greg Griffin fourth place in his top-ranked heat. Griffin's recent concentration on road work may account for this relatively slow time, as opposed to his 19-race winning streak.

Al Kleinsasser, with a change of pace from his usual middle distances, ran a personal best 440 time of 49.4, giving him an impressive first place in the second-ranked quarter-mile.

District Championships

Tomorrow and Saturday the Bearcats will be at Redlands, competing in the NAIA District III Championships. Kleinsasser, with the best time in the district this season (1:52.2) should win the hundred. Robinson shares the top district mark, 9.7 in the hundred. Haywood will also be in the quarter-mile event where he is very highly ranked in the District.

Greg Griffin may double in the three and six mile runs. However, he will most likely switch to the 20-mile marathon at next week's NAIA Nationals. Greg Hott will be in the district intermediate hurdles, while veteran freshman Brent Swetser will compete in the ten-event, reaching 3200 meters. Retiring head coach Kurt LaBrucherie, recovering from a hip injury, will try his hand at being a Redlands to watch his men compete.

For the district meet is the NAIA Nationals, at Arkadelphia, Arkansas. The three-day meet will start on May 23, and finish on May 25. Kleinsasser, Robinson, and Griffin will probably make the journey.

The California Tech SPORTS

Racers Run Rampant In Riverside Race; Ready for Redlands

by Engineer Bill
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